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Theme: Oriental 

 

Category: Natural World 

 

                                      Briefing Sheet: BS/N012 

ORIENTAL     
Related Themes:           ARABIAN NIGHTS (F04)                                     EGYPT (N15) 

    CHINESE NEW YEAR (S10)                        INDIA (N10) 
Strictly speaking, the term 'Orient' covers anywhere East of the Mediterranean, hence the association with Arabia, Egypt and India 

above. However as these have Theme Sheets of their own, this Sheet concentrates on South-East Asia, China and Japan. Aside from a 

special cultural event, this theme is most likely to crop up in connection with Chinese New Year, which is a moveable feast occurring 

anywhere between January 21 and February 20th, according to the ruling lunar cycle. More information on this can be found in the 

relevant Briefing Sheet (S10) 

     

 Oriental Images and Artefacts 

Bamboo 

Bonsai Trees 

Chinese Opera 

Chopsticks 

Feng Shui 

Geisha 

Great Wall of China 

I Ching 

Jade 

Kimono & Obi 

Mah Jong 

Martial Arts 

Mount Fuji 

Paddy Fields 

Pagoda 

Silk 

Sumo Wrestling 

The Tea Ceremony 

The Willow Pattern on China 

Yin-Yang Symbol of Spiritual Balance 

Decorations 
Colours:- Red, Gold and Yellow are recognised 

as colours  of opulence.  Black & White can be 

used to denote Ying/Yang elements. 

Fans, Lanterns and Candles. 

Oriental-style kites. 

Chinese/Japanese Scrolls & wall-hangings. 

Stencils of  a) Chinese symbols for 'Luck',                        

'Water', 'Fire', 'Metal' etc.. 

 b) Dragons and other oriental artefacts. 

Stencils can usually be found in Art &   Craft 

shops and Home Decorating stores. 
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Costume Suggestions 
Aladdin:- The 1001 Arabian Nights stories put Aladdin in the Middle East, but the traditional British pantomime Aladdin 

has always been set in and around Peking, with the opportunity for some joke oriental names such as Wishee-Washee, 

Princesses So-Hi, So-Lo and So On.  

Chinese Juggler:- Any loose-fitting oriental tunic and trousers can be used here. Accessories can include either a diablo 

or 'spinning plate on a stick'! 

Chinese Lion:- A gold jumpsuit, leotard and elaborate make-up can achieve this striking costume idea. 

Chinese Opera Star:- Ornate costume (usually in red, white and gold) with matching headdress and stylised make-up. 

Coolie:- Simple tunic and trouser outfit, plus the classic low conical hat (although other shapes and styles can be found). 

Dragon:- The Chinese Dragon is a more flamboyant entity than his English/Welsh counterpart.    

Geisha:- Traditional Japanese hostess in kimono and obi waistband. Stylised white-face geisha make-up and wig 

complete the costume. A suitable parasol may also be carried.      

Fu-Manchu:- Inscrutable Chinese villain created by Sax Rohmer. Costume similar to that of the Mandarin. 

Kabuki Actor:- The Kabuki style of Oriental theatre offers minimal scenery, the colour and spectacle deriving from the 

costumes and make-up of the actors. Although dialogue exists in Kabuki productions, the actor's character and demeanour 

is conveyed by their gestures and the mask-like make-up.       

King of Siam:- Principal character in the stage musical/film 'The King and I'. The bald Yul Brynner made the role his 

own, but the more recent musical and film have rekindled interest in this character. 

Mandarin:- A senior bureaucrat within the Chinese Empire. Costume normally comprises ornate oriental robe(s) with 

matching headdress. A black pigtail and long, thin drooping moustache is also customary. 

Martial Arts Master/Mistress:- Judo, Karate, Kung-Fu - each discipline has its own outfit and accessories.  

Ninja:- Black-clad oriental fighters. Usually carries weaponry, concealed or otherwise.    

Samurai:- Fearsome (and fearless) Japanese warriors, famous for their swordsmanship. The costume, though specialist is 

available in latex rubber from some suppliers.  

Sumo Wrestler:- As with many aspects of the Orient, the rules and procedures of Sumo Wrestling are steeped in 

tradition (throwing salt into the ring to purify it, ritual chants, etc.). The star wrestlers are massive, in more ways than one. 

For a time, the sport also had quite a following in this country, being featured by Channel Four for several seasons. 

Siamese Cat:- A standard cat costume and an oriental make-up can create this sleek feline. 

Temple Dancer:- Exotic dancers associated with Old Siam. Costume and headdress are elaborate, but as such outfits 

have featured in stage plays from 'King & I' to 'Chess', it may be possible to find a supplier. 

 

Oriental Personalities 

Bruce Lee   - Legendary star of Kung Fu movies. 

Burt Kwouk   - Supporting oriental actor widely seen in everything from Goldfinger to the Pink Pather movies. 

Charlie Chan  - Ace Oriental detective of 1950s/60s TV. Famed for his epithets of oriental wisdom and philosophy. 

Fu Manchu   - Oriental Arch-Villain of Sax Rohmer's books and several films with Christopher Lee in the title role. 

Hong Kong Fooey    - Cartoon crimefighting hero of the 1980s. 

Jackie Chan   - Current top Hollywood Oriental, featured in 'Rush Hour' and 'The Tuxedo'. 

Madam Butterfly  - Tragic heroine of Puccini's opera, abandoned by US Naval Officer Lieutenant Pinkerton. 

Suzy Wong   - Subject of the stage play & 1960 film lifting the lid on the seedy side of Oriental night-life.  
 

A few TV and Film sources on an Oriental theme 
Apocalypse Now:- Francis Ford Coppola's controversial Vietnam war epic, set in Cambodia. 

Big Trouble in Little China:-  Kurt Russell & Kim Cattrall fighting oriental fiends, in deepest American Chinatown. 

Black Rain:- Michael Douglas taking on the mobsters of Japan on their own turf. 

Crouching Dragon, Hidden Tiger:- Oscar winning Martial Arts story of Old China. 

Enter The Dragon:-  Classic Kung-fu movie. Short on plot, but big on martial arts action. 

Fu Manchu films:- Christopher Lee's other major arch-villain. 

Inn of the Sixth Happiness:- Ingrid Bergman seeking to become a missionary in China. 

Kung Fu:- TV series featuring a mix of spiritual enlightenment and meditation, with Kung Fu martial action. 

The Last Emperor:- Bertolucci's sumptuous film of the story of Pu Yi, crowned Emperor at the age of three. 

Monkey:- TV fantasy featuring the adventures of 'bad-boy' heavenly spirit Monkey and his companions. 

Rising Sun:- Sean Connery helps solve the mystery (and etiquette) of the Orient. 

Shanghai Express:- Marlene Dietrich as Shanghai Lily. 

Topsy-Turvy:- Film based on Gilbert & Sullivan's creation of 'The Mikado', giving a Victorian perspective on things Oriental. 

The Water Margin:- TV action and adventure in the medieval lands of Old China. 


